
RIBIT SPEECH 
1. GREETING (Good morning / afternoon etc.) 
  

2. BOOK DETAILS 
   Title, author / illustrator. Where did you get the book from? 
   Genre: is it a mystery, romance, Science Fiction etc. 

  

3. SUMMARIZE THE PLOT—summary of the story line. Remember… LEAVE 
OUT the crucial climax or ending! Include your opinions 

 

4. CHARACTER PROFILES  

 Describe each character in a separate paragraph—appearance, personality, 
occupations, roles in story 

 What techniques did the author use to describe them? Were they effective? 
Could you picture the characters in your mind? Did you have a favourite? 
WHY?  

  
5.  RECOMMENDATION/ RATING include WHY you have rated it this way 
  
6.  INCLUDE ANSWERS TO RIBIT SAMPLE QUESTIONS for each of the ten 

topics: setting; characters; plot; theme; point of view; style; illustration, author, genre and 
personal connection. Make sure these answers flow with the rest of your writing. 

 

7. RIBIT PROJECT 

 Your presentation must have writing accompanying it, explaining what it is. 
E.g. A poster must have a title & short  (one sentence) description 

 Tell your audience how your RIBIT project (poster, or word search or model) links to 
your book. Don’t use the words “it links because…” just tell why you chose to 
do this project 
 

8. QUESTIONS?? Ask your audience if there are any questions? 
  

PLEASE NOTE: 
 Record speech word count. Should be at least 300—500 words no more! 
 Speech must have header and footer, size 16 font, double spaced 
 Include all the above items in your speech in a logical order—this order is a suggestion  
 Re-read your RIBIT RUBRIC when you think your speech is complete 
 Use Draft CHECKLIST. Hand draft into Mrs. Williames 
 AFTER you have applied edited suggestions from Mrs. Williames put your speech on 

CUE CARDS. Use your Cue Cards to practice in front of the mirror and iPod. Make sure 
you practice at least three times in front of real people.  

 Remember you will be marked on your public speaking skills: eye contact, voice 
volume and expression used in your voice 

 Ask your audience for feedback and apply their suggestions to your speech or public 
speaking skills. How can you can improve your speech or public speaking skills?   


